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1 Motivation and objectives of the research

Filip Ilievski’s thesis titled Identity of Long-Tail Entities in Text is the result of a
four-year project based at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The greater goal of
the project was to bridge the gap between Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and Semantic Web; as such Filip was a member of both the Computational
Lexicology and Terminology lab (Faculty of Humanities) and the Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning Group (Faculty of Science). In November 2019,
the thesis was published in the IOS Press ‘Studies in the Semantic Web series’.1

The core issue driving this multidisciplinary thesis project was to define iden-
tity and detect how it is expressed in text. To achieve this goal, robust linguistic
tools need to be able to use high quality domain knowledge. However, due to the
efficiency and ambiguity of natural language, and the fact that many knowledge
graphs are focused on popular entities and cannot deal with low-frequent so-
called long tail entities, this is a challenging problem. The main research ques-
tion was How can the performance of NLP techniques to establish identity of
long-tail cases be improved through the use of background knowledge?. To answer
this question, five sub-questions are defined:

1. (Description and observation): How can the tail entities be distinguished
from head entities?

2. (Analysis of the evaluation bias): Are the current evaluation datasets and
metrics representative for the long-tail cases?

3. (Improvement of the evaluation bias): How can we improve the evaluation
on the long-tail cases?

4. (Access to knowledge): How can the knowledge on long-tail entities be ac-
cessed and enriched beyond DBpedia?

5. (Role of knowledge): What is the added value of background knowledge
models when establishing the identity of long-tail entities?

1 https://www.iospress.nl/book/identity-of-long-tail-entities-in-text/



2 Description of the approach

As tail entities have not received much attention in research, the thesis first
describes a systematic assessment of head and tail entities in both entity linking
evaluation datasets as well as the knowledge resources that are used to link to.

When considering entity linking evaluation scores alone, one might consider
the problem of entity linking largely solved. However, evaluation datasets may be
biased in one way or another, and multiple datasets may carry similar biases. The
thesis therefore sets out to uncover this bias by evaluating how representative
different benchmark datasets are for five different natural language processing
tasks.

After identifying biases in evaluation datasets, an evaluation procedure is
devised to address this bias. To this end, a shared task deliberately focused on
long-tail identity was set up. The task was part of the SemEval-2018 campaign2.

The next part of the thesis focused on improving background knowledge for
entity linking. As DBpedia is largely focused on ‘famous’ and highly frequent
entities, Filip first investigated how the entire LOD cloud can be made more
accessible and usable for NLP tools.

Lastly, the interaction between establishing identity and the role of different
types of knowledge is investigated. Here, Filip connects theory from another dis-
cipline to NLP and Semantic Web research, namely from social science in which
four types of knowledge are defined. These are intratextual knowledge, extratex-
tual knowledge, circumtextual knowledge, and intertextual knowledge. The type
of knowledge that is mostly used in NLP systems is intratextual knowledge, in
Semantic Web, background knowledge is usually used in the form of one or a
combination of intertextual, circumtextual & extratextual knowledge.

The approach first carefully examined how well the current state-of-the-art
addresses the question of entity linking, finding that current evaluation datasets
and tools favour highly frequent ‘head’ entities whilst largely ignoring low fre-
quent ‘tail’ entities. Filip then created a more balanced evaluation dataset in the
context of a SemEval challenge to both gain community interest and insights into
new approaches to improve long tail entity linking as well as his own hybrid sys-
tem using a neural network and background knowledge (in collaboration with
researchers from CMU where he did an internship).

3 Major results

In each chapter, the thesis addresses one of the sub-research questions. Regarding
the current state-of-the-art on addressing head and tail entities in entity linking,
the analyses find that there is a positive dependency of system performance on
frequency and popularity of instances, and a negative one with ambiguity of
surface forms. Essentially, this confirms the intuition that system performance
is largely based on head cases, and declines strongly on the tail.

2 https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/17285
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In assessing how representative current evaluation datasets and evaluation
metrics are for long-tail cases, the analyses find that commonly used datasets
to evaluate disambiguation and reference NLP tasks suffer from low ambiguity,
low variance, high dominance, and limited temporal spread.

The deliberately created task to evaluate tail instances, observes that the
participating systems achieve a low performance. This illustrates that dealing
with high ambiguity and not being able to rely on frequency biases, poses a great
challenge for current NLP systems.

To use knowledge from semantic web resources beyond DBpedia, LOTUS
was created. LOTUS provides the Linked Open Data community with the largest
centralised text index and access point to the LOD cloud datasets as gathered in
the LOD Laundromat. This allows entity linking systems to use the knowledge
found among the billions of statements of the LOD Laundromat collection, thus
essentially increasing their recall on the tail instances.

To further investigate the added value of background knowledge models to es-
tablish identity of long tail entities, various neural background knowledge models
were built and experimented with (“profiling machines”). The evaluation of these
machines on the task of establishing long-tail identity in text shows promising
results when applied on top of automatically extracted information from text.

Furthermore, this work led to 17 Github repositories. Through these reposi-
tories the code for the publications on which the thesis is based can be inspected
and built upon. In addition, the SemEval-18 dataset is available for research
purposes too.

4 Description of the evaluation methods

A major component of this thesis consisted of investigating the current state-of-
the-art evaluation process. This was done by systematically analysing datasets
and knowledge resources along various dimensions such as ambiguity, time-
boundedness, and coverage of frequent and non-frequent entities. The insights
obtained from these analyses, are put into practice in the creation of a dataset
that is specifically focused on the often ill-represented long tail entities. The
dataset was used in a public research challenge and published to Github, and
can thus be examined and reused by the research community.

The evaluation procedure for systems on the task is split into various levels
using different customary metrics. By providing an evaluation at different levels,
different aspects of the participating systems can be highlighted. The profiling
approach is furthermore tested on two additional tasks via an extrinsic evalua-
tion, in which it is embedded in an end-to-end pipeline for NIL clustering and
an intrinsic evaluation using Wikidata and crowdsourced human judgments.

In the extrinsic evaluation, the pipeline is tested using the system, as well
as with gold-standard attributes extracted, allowing a precise analyses of the
impact of the system.
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In the intrinsic evaluation, properties of politicians and actors were extracted
from Wikidata. In this evaluation, the relation of the profiling performance to
various properties of the data, such as its entropy and value size was investigated.

5 Significance of the work, open issues, and future
directions of work

Filip contributed to various different aspects of Semantic Web research through
his interdisciplinary approach and provided deep insights into the link between
NLP and Knowledge Representation. His work offers a thorough look at current
evaluation practices, offers a deeper understanding of knowledge bases and their
use in common NLP tasks and uses the close connection between Semantic Web
and NLP to the benefit of both fields.

The most significant contribution of his work, though, are probably the in-
valuable insights into the problems caused by the bias of current technology, both
in NLP and Semantic Web, towards frequent objects and phenomena. While the
focus on this statistical head is often responsible for the good performances
of current systems, Filip’s work mercilessly identifies the problems with ignor-
ing the long-tail in data and texts. In light of these findings many theories,
evaluations and algorithms should be carefully revisited.

Of course, as with every good thesis, there remain some open issues and one
could argue that this thesis is only the starting point in better understanding
and measuring the impact and complexity of long-tail identities. Concretely, Filip
acknowledges that establishing entity identity is not yet solved, thus inviting the
research community to look beyond entity linking to address this issue. Another
open issue is that current systems miss a lot of knowledge, indeed certain types
of knowledge that are utilised by humans have only scarcely been addressed in
computer systems.

As a result of the experiments performed, the following recommendations for
a better research methodology and evaluation are given:

Methodology

– Optimise for the tail: to combat the bias towards head entities in existing
systems the research community should direct attention to the design of
systems that explicitly interpret tail cases.

– Enhance systems with missing background knowledge: there is much more
knowledge available than systems currently leverage. In particular, extratex-
tual ‘world’ knowledge could be included to better handle long-tail cases.

– Combine deep/machine learning with linguistics and pragmatics: the pop-
ularity of neural networks has pushed non-statistical features of intelligent
systems somewhat to the background. Explicit linguistic and pragmatic in-
formation should be further investigated to make systems less biased towards
head entities.
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Evaluation

– Use macro f1 scores to alleviate the frequency bias of the head: simply put
using macro scores are less biased towards class imbalances thus providing
a way to decrease the effect of frequency in evaluations.

– Use informative baselines: as many systems employ majority class baselines
on datasets that are biased towards more frequent cases, baselines are already
artificially inflated.

– Perform statistical significance testing: including statistical significance test-
ing in empirical evaluations can help assess whether a certain result is a
coincidence or not, whether a system optimises for certain cases and what
the system’s bias might be towards new, unseen datasets.

Future research directions are identified along three different domains, namely
systems engineering, novel tasks, and a broader vision for the long tail.

In terms of systems engineering it is important to devote attention to build-
ing systems that perform well on the long tail. The thesis provides some first
steps into this direction, but future research should take this up and develop
this into robust systems that perform well on the long tail. As certain types of
knowledge are often missing in entity linking systems, research into optimally
combining different types of background knowledge would be a natural next step
after the experiments on including knowledge from this thesis. The profiling part
of this thesis utilised property setups from both social psychology and text and
knowledge bases. However, there is not yet a clear answer on what defines a
‘good/useful’ representation of an entity?.

Following up on the long-tail SemEval challenge that Filip co-set up and or-
ganised as part of his thesis work, novel tasks should be devised. Firstly, more
should be done to shift the focus of the community towards long-tail and contex-
tual cases. The LOTUS experiments indicated that entity linking work mostly
focuses on DBpedia and Wikidata. Therefore more attention to enable and eval-
uate web-of-data-wide entity linking is recommended. Another issue with current
knowledge bases is that they are largely facts-based, whereas it may be benefi-
cial for systems to take human beliefs or expectations into account. Therefore
systems should also be able to capture non-factual beliefs.

This thesis focused on the long tail in entity linking, but long tail phenomena
are likely to occur in other aspects of NLP and Semantic Web research as well.
Taking a broader vision for the long tail includes investigating the tail in other
NLP tasks and how relevant it is, explainable NLP and how to build a natively
curious machine?. As many NLP approaches rely on statistical algorithms that
behave as black boxes, the use of structured knowledge from the Semantic Web
can be used to create more explainable NLP systems. As more knowledge than
current systems employ is needed to interpret long-tail entities, systems that
try to obtain new knowledge, i.e. are curious, may be the key to creating better
computational knowledge bases.
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